A Tale of Two Cities

Charles Dickens

Put the events in the order they happen in the story.
1. 5, 6, 1, 8, 2, 10, 4, 3, 7, 9

Complete the definitions with the words in the box.

11 trial
12 innocent
13 aristocrat
14 executed
15 judge
16 arrested
17 witness
18 escape
19 stranger
20 accuse

In each sentence one word is missing. The missing words are in the box. Rewrite each sentence with the missing word in the correct place.

21 ‘What do you want?’ asked the coach driver.
22 I often travel between the two cities.
23 ‘Your father did not die in prison. He is alive.’
24 A large woman with red hair ran into the room.
25 Then they went by ship from Dover to Calais.
26 ‘We are going to take him to England.’
27 ‘My father has been ill for a long time,’ said Lucie.
28 ‘Are you French?’ asked Lucie. ‘Yes, I am,’ Charles Darnay replied.
29 Why did he go to prison?’
30 They burnt the château to the ground.